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ABSTRACT 

The presented paper is to investigate the characteristics of the switched reluctance motor (SRM) under different 

types of controllers. For this study, two different control strategies; namely; voltage and current control strategies are 

considered. The theoretical background of under consideration controllers is reported. The motor structure, model 

equations, operation principles as well as the power converter topology and operation are carried out in this research. 

Motor magnetic characteristics such as inductance profile, phase flux linkages, and static torque profile are studied and 

simulated. Simulation results of motor performance under each controller are presented. Some recommended conclusions 

about the SRM suitable controller type selection are introduced.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, switched reluctance motors (SRMs) 

attract more and more attention [1]. They are simple to 

construct. SMR consists of two main parts; namely, a 

stator with excitation windings salient pole and a salient 

pole rotor without conductors or magnets so the machine 

rotor among all electrical machines rotor, the salient pole 

rotor, makes it the simplest rotor possible. Then the 

characteristics of construction simplicity, low rotor inertia 

and then high torque- inertia ratio, ease in repairing, and 

independence between phases with high degree, which 

gives high performance operation of SMR and so become 

a challenge for certain industrial applications by finding 

the way to the electrical drives market. It has been used in 

battery powered vehicles due to its high efficiency and 

controllability [2]. Its high speed is suitable for fans, 

pumps, and certain types of cutting tools. On the other 

hand, SMR suffers from a few drawbacks, such as some 

ripple in the produced torque in addition to the acoustic 

noise which is the most critical [3].  

In comparison, the construction with double-

salient causes the ripple current in the DC supply to be 

quite large, so it is required a high filter capacitor.  

The absence of permanent magnets causes an 

excitation load on the stator windings and DC/ AC 

converter, where the converter KVA requirements 

increase. To predict the motor performance it is always 

necessary to solve a set of nonlinear differential equations 

representing the SRM and its converter. The torque 

developed by the motor is related to the rotor position, and 

phase current, and is also affected by the saturation of 

partially overlapping rotor poles and stator [4, 5]. On the 

other hand, the average torque can be calculated using 

integration along the period of rotation [5].  

The main challenge of the motor characteristics 

analysis and control performance depends on the nature of 

relationships between the flux linkage and the current of 

each phase winding at different rotor displacement angles. 

The magnetic saturation to be handled is frequently high, 

resulting in severe nonlinearity in flux linkage/current 

curves. The flux linkage/angle relationships cannot 

generally be taken either as linear or as sinusoidal 

functions. Many researchers have used the numerical finite 

element integration method to determine the static phase 

flux linkage and torque [6, 7, 8]. Alternatively, other 

analysis methods are used [9, 10]. Many control strategies 

have been applied to SRM to perform certain objectives 

such as torque ripple minimization, energy optimization, 

and sensor less control... etc [11] [12].  

In the field of SRM control methods, two widely 

used basic control methods are used, namely voltage and 

current control. [14]. In both methods, the objective is a 

square fundamental waveform, a square voltage waveform 

in voltage control, and a square current waveform in 

current control. The square waveform will only be applied 

in a certain interval, roughly the pole arc [14, 15, 16]. 

Traditionally the amplitude of the square waveform is 

controlled by pulse-width-modulation (PWM) in the 

magnetizing period from αon to αoff. In the demagnetizing 

period from αoff to the time when the current or flux 

becomes zero, the applied voltage is negative and 

normally not chopped. The reason why the demagnetizing 

period is done without chopping is to simplify the control-

algorithm and improve the SRMs efficiency. With current 

or voltage control it is possible to control the average 

torque, but the speed is still uncontrolled. To control the 

speed, which is a must in modern drives, a speed 

controller is required. In literature, many different speed 

controllers have been proposed. In [1] a speed controller 

of an 8/6 SRM based on a simplified model (linear model) 

has been introduced. In [17] an 8/6 SRM provided with an 

optimized harmonic injection technique for speed 

regulation has also been proposed. 
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In the present paper, a 2D OPERA version 1.6 

finite element analysis method is applied to predict the 

motor's magnetic characteristics. Two different control 

strategies are considered. The first is known as the voltage 

control strategy whereas the other is known as the current 

control strategy. The theoretical background of under 

consideration controllers is reported. The motor structure, 

model equations, operation principles as well as the power 

converter topology and operation are carried out in this 

research. Motor magnetic characteristics such as 

inductance profile, phase flux linkages, normal force, and 

static torque profile are studied and simulated. Simulation 

results of motor performance under each controller are 

presented. Some recommended conclusions about the 

SRM suitable controller type selection are introduced.  

 

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF SRM 

Normally when it is required to derive the SMR 

equivalent circuit, the mutual inductance per phase is 

ignored and so the per phase stator current follows the 

following expression,  

 

dt
d

iRv ph

                                                             (1) 

 

Where Vph, i, R are  the DC input DC voltage, 

the instantaneous phase current, and the resistance of 

phase winding, while λ represents the linkage of coil flux. 
The SRM normally operates into saturation to obtain the 

maximum utilization of the magnetic circuit [3, 13], and 

so, λ is considered as a nonlinear function of rotor position 
and stator current, then 

 

  ,i                                                               (2) 

 

The voltage of each phase of the stator can be 

expressed   as: 

 

dt
d

dt
di

i
iRv ph








                                   (3) 

 

Using the following expression: 

 

   iiiL ,,                                                        (4) 

 

The voltage equation can be rewritten as: 

 

   



dt

dL
i

dt

di
LiRv ph


                               (5) 

 

The right hand terms of Eq. (5) represent the 

resistive, inductive, and back EMF voltages respectively   

Then, the overall instantaneous torque equation 

for SRM may be obtained using the energy principle Eq. 

(6): 
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Where W is defined as the energy generated and 

can be found by: 

 

 
i

diiW
0

'

,                                                        (7) 

 

Since the torque varies with the time, so the 

motor global instantaneous torque can be found by 

summing the torque generated of each phase, i.e.: 

 

   iTiT phases phinst ,,                                  (8) 

 

Where Tinst represents the instantaneous total 

torque and Tph is the torque generated by the individual 

phase. 

If it is assumed that the inductance varies 

according to the rotor position for a given phase current, 

then the electromagnetic torque of the motor can be 

expressed as, 

 

 



d

idL
iT em

,

2
1 2                                                         (9) 

 

The motor average torque can be calculated using Eq.(8) 

as shown in the expression below: 

 

dtT
T

T
T

instav 
0

1                                                      (10) 

The average air gap power is expressed as: 

 

TP ava
                                                          (11) 

 

The electromagnetic developed torque Tem and 

the torque on the motor shaft Tshaft are related to each other 

according to Eq. 12. 

 

TJTT frimotoremshaft dt

d



                             (12) 

 

where Jmotor represents the motor moment of inertia, 

while ω is the motor angular velocity, and Tfri represents 

the torque losses because of friction. 
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So the model expression that represents the load 

considered in this research is given below: 

 


staticloadload bcJT dt

d


2
                   (13) 

 

where b and c in Eq. (13) are some constants.  

To derive the SRMR mechanical model is simply 

equating equations (12) and (13) that is,   

 

                (14) 

 

where Jtotal is the moment of inertia of both load and 

motor.  

The SRM is intended to operate in deep magnetic 

saturation [3]. Due to saturation effects 

and varying reluctance, flux linkage characteristics  of the 

motor appears to be a nonlinear function of both stator 

currents and rotor position, much like the electrical torque 

produced. A 2D OPERA version 1.6 finite element 

analysis methods (FEA) is applied to predict the motor 

magnetic characteristics. The results of the (FEA) are 

shown in Figures (1-3). 

   

 
 

Figure-1. Flux linkage vs. phase current. 

 

 
 

Figure-2. Flux linkage vs. rotor position. 

 

 
 

Figure-3. Static torque vs. rotor position. 

 

3. THE INVERTER CIRCUIT 

The power inverter circuit used for the present 

system is shown in Figure-5 the inverter circuit is formed 

by three asymmetric bridges (one for each phase winding). 

Each bridge contains two semiconductor switches and two 

fast recovery diodes. Each phase winding is connected to 

the midpoints of the two bridge arms. The conduction (or 

fluxing) period of a certain phase (phase A) is initiated by 

switching on its higher and lower switches (S11 and S12). 

If a voltage of positive supply is applied to the phase 

winding the current will flow through it. At the end of this 

period, both switches are turned-off to terminate their 

conduction. The stored energy forces the current to 

continue flowing through the feedback diodes (D11 and 

D12) applying a negative supply voltage to the winding 

(de-fluxing period). When all the stored energy is 

recovered, the current decays to zero and the diodes are 

turned-off leaving the phase winding out of duty at zero 

voltage (dead zone) until the next stroke, this is achieved 

when (S11 and D11) or (S12 and D12) are conducting. 

The operating modes and phase (A) voltage, current as 

well as the switches conduction intervals for such inverter 

are shown in Figure-6.  

 

 


staticfritotalem TbcJT dt

d


2
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Figure-4. Asymmetric H-bridge inverter. 

 

 
 

Figure-5. Operating modes of H-Bridge Inverter. 
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Figure-6. SRM basic control structure. 

 

4. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION 
The block diagram of the controlled system 

structure considered in the presented is shown in Figure-6. 

The reference speed wref is the required speed to which the 

motor operated. The error signal which is the difference 

between the reference speed and the actual speed wact 

which is the feedback signal generated by the speed sensor 

attached to the motor. The speed sensor is a digital sensor 

represented by the incremental encoder. A proportional-

integrator (PI) controller is used to obligate the motor to 

operate at the required reference speed. The controller 

output signal is used as an input signal to the electronic 

circuit which is responsible for the generation of the 

necessary firing angle signals to control the operation of 

the inverter power switches. So, the conditioning circuit of 

firing commutation angles αon and αoff is determined 

from the actual speed or the basic chopping parameter 

(Iref or d).  

In this scheme, it is possible to operate under the 

two possible chopping modes of operation either with 

current or with voltage control cases. In current control, 

the current reference; which represents the output of the 

speed controller; and the actual current both are subtracted 

to give the current error. The current error is then used in 

the current controller. The output from the current 

controller is like the voltage controller a duty-cycle. This 

duty cycle is fed to the commutation logic. The function of 

the commutation logic is to control the converter power 

switches such that a positive voltage waveform only is 

applied in the interval from αon to αoff whereby the 
commutation logic requires knowledge of the rotor 

position. The converter is fed from a DC-bus voltage 
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across a capacitor. The outputs from the inverter are 

PWM-chopped voltages to each phase winding. The 

developed electro-mechanical torque from the SRM is 

used to drive the load. 

 

4.1 Current Control Strategy 

A traditional strategy to control the current of the 

SRM is the hysteresis current control, where the 

semiconductor switches are switched on and off depending 

on the reference current Iref and Hysteresis band ΔI. Both 
hard chopping and soft chopping may be used to change 

the state of the switches   [15, 17]. In hard chopping, 

current increases by a large factor typically (5-10 times), 

and for this reason, it is not desirable as a control strategy 

for motoring operations [15]. In this paper, only soft 

chopping is used.  

 

4.2 Voltage Control Strategy 
In the case of the voltage control method, the 

voltage amplitude is controlled by controlling the duty 

cycle (d) of the inverter switches. In the magnetizing time 

of operation (turn-on mode) the duty cycle must be more 

than zero and remain at constant value till reaches the case 

in which the turn-off angle happened. After that, a rapid 

demagnetization case in the phase happens by applying a 

complete negative voltage on its terminals. 

A single pulse control mode of operation is also 

known as a single pulse control mode of operation if the 

duty cycle is set to its maximum value (d=1) [3, 5, 15, 16]. 

Then, there are three modes of operation are 

considered; namely: turn-on angle mode, turn-off mode, 

and the single mode operation. 

 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The present paper deals with the basic control 

strategies of the SRM. The study is applied to a three-

phase 6/4 SRM whose ratings and specifications are given 

in the appendix. The study is carried out for different 

speed operations starting from 3000 rpm to 6000 rpm. 

Selected results at two extreme speed operations (3000 

rpm and 6000 rpm) are shown in figures (7-10). While 

Figures (7, and 8) show the motor characteristics under the 

current control method at 3000 rpm and 6000 rpm 

respectively, the motor characteristics under the voltage 

control strategy are respectively shown in Figures (9, and 

10). Motor performance such as output power, torque 

ripple, efficiency, and losses are performed and compared 

in Figure-11 for current and voltage control strategies. At 

low speed operation i.e. at (3000 rpm), the motor does not 

have sufficient impedance or back-EMF to limit the 

current raising. So the two main strategies to be applied 

are the closed loop current regulation (hysteresis current 

control) and the PWM voltage control as shown in Figures 

(7, and 9). From Figure-7a it is obvious that the current 

raising is very rapid at the instant of switching-on the 

power converter switch because of the small backing 

EMF, but as the speed is increased, the current is kept 

close to the reference current from αon to αoff . As shown, 
the controller maintains a flat current waveform with a 

small ripple until the commutation angle αoff. After that 
point (Figure-7 a, b)) the phase flux linkage must be 

reduced rapidly to ensure that no negative torque zone is 

generated. Figures (7c and 9c) show the energy conversion 

loops at 3000 rpm. In contrast to Figures (8c and 10c); 

which represent the energy conversion loops at 6000 rpm; 

the phase flux linkage reached a high level, this is 

attributed to the small inductance variations at this low 

speed. The average torque can be obtained by integrating 

the area between the aligned and unaligned positions over 

a whole period of rotation. The electromagnetic torque 

developed by the motor at 3000 rpm is respectively shown 

in Figures (7d and 9d) for current and voltage control. 

About these two figures, the developed torque is almost 

the same, except that a high torque ripple is developed in 

the voltage-controlled SRM (175% instead of 126% for 

current controlled SRM at the same speed of operation). 

Even though the current controlled SRM gives a relatively 

lower torque ripple compared to the voltage-controlled 

SRM at the same speed of operation, the torque ripple is 

increased in the current controlled SRM at very low 

speeds of operation, this may attributed to the high 

switching frequency which leads to high ripple and high 

losses that deficiency the whole drive at this low speed 

(Figure-11).    

At higher speeds the motor EMF increases to a 

level at which there is insufficient voltage available to 

regulate the current (due to the high voltage drop across 

the converter elements), then the torque can only be 

controlled by timing the current pulses, i.e. the single-

pulse control mode or firing angle control mode. In this 

mode of operation, the duty cycle becomes unity in the 

whole conduction period (in the voltage control) and the 

current reference becomes higher than the current limited 

by the back-EMF (in current control). This can be seen in 

Figures (8 and 10) when the motor entered this mode of 

operation. In these figures, the motor performance is 

almost the same except that the torque ripple generated by 

the voltage-controlled SRM is relatively higher than that 

generated by the current controlled SRM. From Figure-11 

it can also be observed that the phase current draws in the 

current controlled SRM are relatively higher than that of 

voltage-controlled SRM, which relatively increases the 

total torque, but at the expense of motor efficiency. 
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Figure-7. SRM performance at 3000 rpm and Current Control (a) phase current vs. time, (b) phase flux linkage  

vs. time, (c) flux linkage vs. current and (d) Electromagnetic torque vs. time. 

 

 
 

Figure-8. SRM performance at 6000 rpm and Current Control (a) phase current vs. time, (b) phase flux linkage  

vs. time, (c) flux linkage vs. current and (d) Electromagnetic torque vs. time. 
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Figure-9. SRM performance at 3000 rpm and Voltage Control (a) phase current vs. time, (b) phase flux linkage  

vs. time, (c) flux linkage vs. current and (d) Electromagnetic torque vs. time. 

 

 
 

Figure-10. SRM performance at 6000 rpm and Voltage Control (a) phase current vs. time, (b) phase flux linkage  

vs. time, (c) flux linkage vs. current and (d) Electromagnetic torque vs. time. 
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Figure-11. A comparison of motor performance at different speeds. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, a simulation study has been carried 

out to investigate the basic control strategies of the SRM. 

Two different basic control strategies have been 

implemented. The first is known as the voltage control 

strategy whereas the other is known as the current control 

strategy. Motor performance under each control strategy is 

investigated and good correlations have been obtained. 

From the present study, it has been observed that the 

current control strategy is suitable for medium and high 

speeds of operation. The restriction to using the current 

control strategy for medium and high speeds is that the 

torque ripple generated by the current controlled SRM at 

low and very low speeds of operation is relatively high, 

which leads to increasing the total losses and decreasing 

the efficiency of the whole system. To avoid such 

problems current controlled SRM provided with an 

advanced turn-on angle technique may be applied. 

Simulation results have also shown that the voltage-

controlled SRM is feasible at low speeds. This may 

attributed to low switching losses at this low speed, which 

leads to increasing the efficiency at the expense of the 

produced torque. 

 

Appendix 

Motor ratings and specifications: 

The 6/4 three-phase SRM used in this paper has 

ratings and specifications listed in the table below: 

 

Quantity Value 

No. of Stator poles ( Ns ) 6 

No. of Rotor poles ( Nr) 4 

Dc link voltage [V] 80 

Nominal speed [rpm] 2500 

Max. Speed [rpm] 8000 

Rotor pole arc [ºm] 31.50 

Stator pole arc [ºm] 29.90 

Airgap length [mm] 0.25 

Inductance ratio 11.441 

Rotor inertia [kg.m²] 0.001 

Shaft radius [mm] 7 

Power[KW] 2 
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The load 
The load driven by the SRM has the following 

dynamic equation: 

 

 
Static

BC
dt

d
JT 

2

 
 

where: 

B= 1e -4 [1/nm] 

C= 1e -5 [1/nm²] 

τstatic= 0.001 [nm]. 

 

List of symbols 
 

d               = duty cycle 

R               = per phase stator resistance 

Iref            = reference current 

∆ I             = hysteresis band  

v                = phase voltage 

is               = phase current  

L               = phase inductance 

λ                = phase flux linkage 

θ                = rotor position 

ω               = rotor speed in rad/sec 

Tph           = phase torque 

W'             = the co-energy 

αon           = switch turn-on angle 

αoff          = switch turn-off angle 

PWM       = pulse width modulation 

Tinst        = instantaneous torque 

Tem         = electromagnetic torque 

Tav          = average torque 

Pav          = average airgap power  
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